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The Spanish and Portuguese-Speaking Working Group of the International Society for Forensic Genetics (GHEP- 
ISFG) has organized a second collaborative exercise on a simulated case of Disaster Victim Identification (DVI), 
with the participation of eighteen laboratories. The exercise focused on the analysis of a simulated plane crash 
case of medium-size resulting in 66 victims with varying degrees of fragmentation of the bodies (with com-
mingled remains). As an additional difficulty, this second exercise included 21 related victims belonging to 6 
families among the 66 missings to be identified. A total number of 228 post-mortem samples were represented 
with aSTR and mtDNA profiles, with a proportion of partial aSTR profiles simulating charred remains. To 
perform the exercise, participants were provided with aSTR and mtDNA data of 51 reference pedigrees —some of 
which deficient—including 128 donors for identification purposes. The exercise consisted firstly in the com-
parison of the post-mortem genetic profiles in order to re-associate fragmented remains to the same individual 
and secondly in the identification of the re-associated remains by comparing aSTR and mtDNA profiles with 
reference pedigrees using pre-established thresholds to report a positive identification. Regarding the results of 
the post-mortem samples re-associations, only a small number of discrepancies among participants were 
detected, all of which were from just a few labs. However, in the identification process by kinship analysis with 
family references, there were more discrepancies in comparison to the correct results. The identification results 
of single victims yielded fewer problems than the identification of multiple related victims within the same 
family groups. Several reasons for the discrepant results were detected: a) the identity/non-identity hypotheses 
were sometimes wrongly expressed in the likelihood ratio calculations, b) some laboratories failed to use all 
family references to report the DNA match, c) In families with several related victims, some laboratories firstly 
identified some victims and then unnecessarily used their genetic information to identify the remaining victims 
within the family, d) some laboratories did not correctly use “prior odds” values for the Bayesian treatment of the 
episode for both post-mortem/post-mortem re-associations as well as the ante-mortem/post-mortem compari-
sons to evaluate the probability of identity. For some of the above reasons, certain laboratories failed to identify 
some victims. This simulated “DNA-led” identification exercise may help forensic genetic laboratories to gain 
experience and expertize for DVI or MPI in using genetic data and comparing their own results with the ones in 
this collaborative exercise.   

1. Introduction 

The identification of missing persons in large-scale events such as 
disasters (DVI) or, for example, mass graves from past armed conflicts, is 
a challenge for forensic services because of the complexity that the 
context may present, which can profoundly influence the difficulty for 
the correct identification of the victims [1]. Several best practice and 
procedure recommendations have been published regarding DVI [1,2] 
and missing persons identification (MPI) [3,4] investigations. The ISFG 
has also issued recommendations for forensic genetic laboratories in 
order to help them to deal with the identification process in the context 
of large number of victims [5]. 

Several factors can influence the complexity of the identification 
process in DVI or MPI scenarios [1]. One of them is the number of 
missing persons —a large number of victims has deep influence on the 
Bayesian framework of the context and, therefore, on the capability to 
correctly identify the victims. In addition, the degree of the disarticu-
lation may influence the number of DNA tests required for DNA-based 
re-association of post-mortem samples. DNA degradation can influence 
the quality of the retrieved genetic information from the human re-
mains. Autosomal STR markers (aSTRs) are powerful systems to build 
genetic profile databases for DVI or MPI due to their high discrimination 
and individualization power [1–4], however partial genetic profiles with 
extensive allele or locus dropout due to DNA degradation can consid-
erably reduce the power of discrimination of these DNA profiles, which 
may be even more problematic if multiple close relatives are not avail-
able to profile reference samples. 

The existence of several related victims among the missing is another 
factor that can considerably complicate the DNA identification process 
[6,7]. Regarding reference samples for genetic comparisons, the best 
DNA sources are victim’s ante-mortem biological specimens due to the 
high power of identification through direct genetic comparisons [6]. 
Nevertheless, sometimes there is some uncertainty about the real origin 
of profiles recovered from personal belongings of missing persons. In 
addition, it may not be possible to obtain ante-mortem biological ma-
terial from victims as, for example, in cases of mass graves from human 
rights violations that are investigated long after the event. In such cases, 
samples from victims’ relatives become the appropriate source of ge-
netic in order to carry out the identification process. Hence, the quality 

of family pedigrees may deeply influence the success of the identifica-
tions: deficient pedigrees made up of few first-degree or only second/ 
third-degree relatives may diminish to a great extent the power of 
identification [7] and may even prevent victim identification by pro-
ducing weak evidence that is difficult to distinguish from adventitious 
matches to unrelated individuals [6,7]. In the latter case, the analysis 
and comparison of lineage markers such as Y-STRs or mtDNA may prove 
useful to guide the identification of victims having only distant relatives. 
However, the informativeness of lineage markers is limited when there 
are related victims belonging to the same lineage. In kinship analyses, 
inconsistencies in reported family relationships (for example, incidental 
findings of non-paternity) may hinder the identification of the victim, 
imposing the need to re-analyze the family pedigree under different 
hypotheses of relatedness. 

A proper Bayesian approach to large-scale identifications is based on 
likelihood ratios coming from DNA comparisons involving paired hy-
potheses (typically, but not always, the hypothesis of related versus 
unrelated), multiplied by the prior odds for an identification (typically 
the inverse of the number of missing persons in an event). A DVI episode 
may be classified as a “closed” event, for example an air crash in which 
the number and identity of the missing persons are known, making it a 
simple matter to define the prior odds as the inverse of the known 
number of missing persons. In closed events, prior odds can be refined 
further by considering other contextual or non-DNA evidence, such as 
age, sex, location, etc. Within other contexts of MPI, for example post- 
conflict mass graves or enforced disappearances, disappearances may 
accumulate over time and in different places, and there may be less ante- 
mortem non-genetic information available, and the event may be 
“open”, without a well-defined number of missing persons. In such open 
events, defining appropriate prior odds can be more complex, requiring 
some form of reasoned and operational prior probability to be estab-
lished considering the context. Furthermore, forensic teams can estab-
lish minimum statistical thresholds to consider an identification as 
reliable, depending on the context of the event [5]. 

The GHEP-ISFG has previously carried out a simulated MPI collab-
orative exercise requiring participants to perform bone re-associations 
and identification of missing persons in a secondary common grave 
with commingled remains; 11 laboratories participated and there were 
several lessons learned [8]. In keeping with its interest in collaborative 
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exercises for human identification under DVI or MPI contexts, the 
GHEP-ISFG organized and documented a second simulated DNA-led 
exercise within the context of a medium-scale disaster, the results of 
which are reported here. This simulated scenario was more complex 
than in the first exercise, including complexity factors such as: frag-
mented remains requiring re-association through direct 
post-mortem/post mortem (pm-pm) comparison, partial aSTR profiles 
due to degraded DNA, ante-mortem/post-mortem (am-pm) comparisons 
using family references with diverse pedigrees, related victims 
belonging to the same families, family inconsistencies attributable to 
mutations, DNA match values below the established statistical 
threshold, and the requirement to consider mtDNA information to solve 
matches below threshold. 

The goal of this second simulated "DNA-led" collaborative GHEP- 
ISFG DVI exercise is to continue learning and gaining experience in 
the comparison of genetic profiles in DVI / MPI contexts. In addition, 
this exercise may contribute to laboratories interested in preparing 
themselves in DVI or MPI, permitting a comparison of their results with 
the consensus obtained by the participating laboratories and high-
lighting the possible errors that can be made. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Simulation of family pedigrees, post-mortem (pm) and ante-mortem 
(am) genetic profiles 

2.1.1. Autosomal STR (aSTR) profiles 
Genetic profiles for 18 aSTR markers were simulated according to 

allele frequencies used by GHEP-ISFG in its annual inter-laboratory 
comparison exercises [9], using the Familias software [10]. To this 
end, a large family pedigree of 14 individuals including three genera-
tions was designed (Fig. 1A and B) and 1000 simulations were per-
formed to obtain the aSTR genotypes for each individual within the 
pedigree. Once the aSTR profiles in each complete pedigree chart were 
simulated, a custom Python script was created to process the sample 
data set. The pseudo-random selection of victims profiles, number of 
samples, replicates and genetic dropout were achieved using the 
Random Python library (https://docs.python.org/3/library/random.ht 
ml). Every family group member was assigned a family code consist-
ing in a number of the family, and separated by a hyphen, a number 
indicating the exact location into the large pedigree. The location of the 
missing persons (MP) and references in each simulated pedigree is 
described further in the exercise design (below). A first round of missing 
person selection was performed per family group: in this first step only 

one MP was selected per family group. In a subsequent dataset pro-
cessing, several MPs were added to ensure representation of different 
types of cases. These MPs were represented by pm profiles. The creation 
of pm profile replicates to represent fragmented remains and randomi-
zation of dropouts was generated as follow: two to 5 replicates were 
created for each victim profile (pm profiles). Subsequently, each repli-
cate was processed to randomly introduce locus dropouts: firstly, a 
cut-off of 35% was set, meaning that only 35 out of 100 pm profiles 
would present dropouts. Then, a number of dropouts ranging from 1 to 8 
were randomly generated without considering the STR amplicon size. 
Finally, family groups with extensive reference family pedigrees as well 
as groups with deficient pedigrees that is, few individual references 
within the family, were selected. 

2.1.2. mtDNA haplotypes 
The mtDNA Control Region (CR) haplotypes used were taken from 

anonymous data presented in several publications [11–14] to be used as 
additional maternal lineage genetic information. MtDNA haplotypes 
were replicated in the pm samples and family references taking into 
account the maternal relationship in each case. 

2. Exercise design 

2.1. Scenario description for participants 

The present exercise simulates an air crash with victims whose re-
mains are fragmented. The flight list describes the presence of 66 victims 
including passengers and crew and defines the disaster as a “closed” 
case. As post-mortem samples (pm) presented various degrees of pres-
ervation (some of them were burnt), many of them yielded partial 
profiles. The agency in charge of coordinating forensic tasks and con-
tacting the victims’ relatives gathered biological samples of 128 family 
references. Family references consist of diverse genealogies which may 
include first- and second-generation relatives to the victims. 

2.2. Post-mortem (pm) samples and profiles 

The 228 pm samples were genotyped for different STR autosomal 
markers as well as for the mtDNA Control Region (CR). The 228 pm 
aSTR profiles are shown in Table S1 – postmortem aSTR profiles. It was 
assumed that the aSTR profiles obtained from the pm samples were 
certain; the participants should not consider the possibility of allele 
dropout in those loci showing a homozygous genotype, even in pm 
samples with partial STR profiles. The coordinators of this exercise 

Fig. 1. Genogram representing Families7 and 72. (A) Family7, the missing person shown in red is described as a combination between the family number (F7) and 
the location of the victim within the family genogram (12), being defined as MP7–12. Similar criterion is used for the references colored in green: F7 is used to 
indicate Family7 and separated by a hyphen the reference location in the genogram, i.e.: F7–2 (victiḿs paternal grandmother), F7–3 (victim’s maternal grandfather), 
F7–4 (victim’s maternal grandmother) and F7–13 (victiḿs full sibling). (B) For Familiy72, a mother (MP72–9), a father (MP72–6) and their three children (MP72–11, 
MP72–12 and MP72–13) are the victims (red). The reference samples for this case (green) are: F72–3 and F72–4 who are parents of MP72–9 and maternal 
grandparents of MP72–11, MP72–12 and MP72–13. Reference sample F72–1 is the father of MP72–6 and, at the same time, paternal grandfather of MP72–11, 
MP72–12 and MP72–13, who are full siblings. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.). 
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asked the participants to use the same criteria for Amelogenin profiles 
considering an XX result a true female and an XY result a true male 
without the possibility of dropout. Amelogenin is useful to individualize 
siblings of different sex. Table S2 – postmortem mtDNA haplotypes 
shows the mtDNA CR haplotypes from the 228 pm samples. 

2.3. Reference (am) samples and profiles 

Reference samples from 128 family donors belonging to 51 different 
nuclear families were collected to identify the 66 victims, as there are 
some families with several MPs involved. 

The aSTR and mtDNA profiles obtained for each of the 128 reference 
samples are shown in Table S3 – am reference aSTR profiles and Table S4 
– am reference mtDNA haplotypes, respectively. The degree of kinship 
between each relative and the MP is specified in a pedigree chart. The 
MPs have a mixed code which identifies the family and, separated by a 
hyphen, a number that represents its location in the pedigree chart. 
Fig. 1A shows the pedigree chart of Family 7. The missing person is 
represented as MP7-12 (in red) and family references as F7-2, F7-3, F7-4 
and F7-13 (in green). 

Those cases presenting families looking for several MPs are described 
as in the case of Family F72 (Fig. 1B). According to the figure, the codes 
for the missing persons are MP72-6, MP72-9, MP72-11, MP72-12 and 
MP72-13 (in red) and the ones for references are F72-1, F72-3 and F72-4 
(in green). Family pedigree charts represent the pedigree informed by 
the victim’s relatives. 

2.4. aSTR and mtDNA frequencies for statistical calculations 

The participants were asked to perform statistical calculations by 
using the aSTR frequencies in Table S5 - GHEP aSTR allele frequencies, 
considering a mutation rate of 0.001 for all aSTR markers. 

In order to make statistical evaluation of mtDNA matches, the par-
ticipants were asked to conduct a search in EMPOP15 in order to estimate 
the haplotype frequencies. Specific search criteria were established to 
simplify reporting of statistical values in mtDNA matches. (Detailed in 
Suppl 1-GHEP-ISFG DVI#2_description). 

3. Exercise aims 

3.1. Aim 1 - pm-pm comparisons: re-association of profiles 

A direct comparison of genetic profiles from pm samples was 
requested in order to re-associate pm samples to an individual. 

A likelihood ratio (LR) value equal to or greater than 1.0E + 07 
(LR ≥ 10,000,000) was defined as a reliable re-association threshold 
among pm profiles but laboratories were instructed to not report LR 
values for pm-pm re-associations but just to group them. 

Once the pm samples/profiles were re-associated, participants were 
requested to group pm samples indicating the code of each fragment in 
the corresponding columns according to specific instructions and ex-
amples given in the Excel file Suppl 2-GHEP-ISFG DVI#2_Results_for 
participants. 

Prior odds values were not specified for re-association, as this cri-
terion was included in a special questionnaire designed to evaluate the 
statistical treatment of the results within the Bayesian framework of the 
disaster. 

The section explaining how the results were to be reported is 
described in detail in Suppl 1-GHEP-ISFG DVI#2 description_english, 
and the datasheet to report the results is shown in Suppl 2_GHEP-ISFG 
DVI#2 Results_for participants. 

3.2. Aim 2 - comparison of pm-am reference samples 

Once the pm profiles were re-associated, participants were asked to 
compare the most complete pm profile of the re-associated group with 

the family reference profiles by kinship analysis. The selection of the 
most complete pm profile to be used in the kinship analysis was 
described in detail in Suppl 1-GHEP-ISFG DVI#2 description_english, 
where examples were given on how to group pm profiles in Excel file 
Suppl 2-GHEP-ISFG results_for participants under “report example”. In 
pm-am comparisons, participants were asked to do the following:  

1. To report the kinship LR value using the scientific notation, i.e: 
1.2E + 09. An LR value equal to or greater than 1.0E + 03 
(LR ≥ 1000) was defined as a reliable identification threshold. This 
is an artificially low threshold to be used in real cases and has only 
been set for this exercise to further investigate matches below 
threshold.  

2. LR values below but close to the threshold could be reported as 
“probable” identification.  

3. If necessary, the mtDNA information of the family group should be 
used for the identification of the victims, and the laboratory should 
decide, at its own discretion, whether to combine aSTR with mtDNA 
LRs. Note that mtDNA data might prove particularly useful to indi-
vidualize victims within the same family (i.e. father/son). 

3.3. Aim 3 - Bayesian treatment of results 

In order to evaluate the Bayesian statistical treatment of the episode, 
a questionnaire was given to the participants on the use of prior odds 
values for pm-pm re-association and for am-pm comparisons to identify 
victims (Suppl 2- GHEP-ISFG_DVI#2 Results_for participants). In this 
document they had to report: (i) if prior odds were used in both pm-pm 
and pm-am comparisons and if so, what value they had used and (ii) the 
value of the posterior probability of identification, specifying whether 
they had combined aSTR and mtDNA results or not. 

3.4. Additional difficulties of the exercise 

The exercise design included some special difficulties that were not 
revealed to the participants and that may be encountered in an air crash:  

a) A description was made of the incident resulting in 66 victims; 
however, the 228 pm profiles represented only 65 different profiles.  

b) A unique profile represented by two pm samples (pm1842, pm1959) 
yielded no match with any reference family. Therefore, these re-
mains should be reported as unidentified.  

c) As a result of a) and b), two reference families (F82 and F88) did not 
match any pm sample so that, 64 sets of the re-associated pm samples 
are expected to match 64 families. 

3.5. Results evaluation 

This scenario was independently analyzed in advance by three 
experienced laboratories, Forensic Science Institute of the University of 
Santiago de Compostela (INCIFOR-USC), Argentine Forensic Anthro-
pology Team (EAAF) and International Commission on Missing Persons 
(ICMP), to establish a known set of correct results, to be used as a 
benchmark for comparison to results of participating laboratories. For 
the results of the pm-pm comparisons, a discrepancy was considered 
when a laboratory failed to re-associate correctly at least one pm sample 
into the correct re-association group. In the case of am-pm comparisons 
by kinship analysis, results with values near to the previously estab-
lished correct value, the mean and SD of the log(10) of the reported LRs 
were calculated. Any reported value of LR with a deviation greater than 
+ /- 2 SD from the mean of log(10)LRs reached by consensus was 
considered a discrepant result. This criterion was selected as participants 
used different software to solve the exercise which may yield small 
differences in results depending on the software and settings used. 
Discrepant results were analyzed individually to determine the reason 
for the discrepancy. 
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5. Results 

5.1. Pm-pm comparisons for re-association of “fragmented remains” 

The first objective of this exercise was to compare the 228 pm pro-
files for the re-association of fragmented remains, provided that the LR 
threshold to report a pm-pm DNA match was LR ≥ 1.0E + 07. No pm- 
pm DNA matches yielding a LR value lower than 1.0E + 07 were 
included in the exercise, therefore all the pm profiles, in theory, could be 
re-associated into 65 single profiles. 

Regarding the pm-pm re-associations, a divergent result was 
considered when at least one of the re-associated fragments into the re- 
association group reported by a laboratory varied from the correct 
result. 

The pm-pm comparisons of the 18 participating laboratories to re- 
associate 65 unique profiles yielded 1170 observations 
(18 × 65 = 1170). Twenty four discrepancies (failed or wrong re- 
associations) were observed out of 1170 comparisons representing a 
2% error (24/1170 = 0.02), although the discrepancies were concen-
trated in a few participants. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of discrepant 
results among the participating laboratories: ten laboratories reported 
discrepant pm-pm re-associations, however two laboratories (lab#2 
and#3) accumulated 11/24 discrepancies (46% of the total). 

5.2. Pm-am comparisons for “victim identification” 

Once the pm profiles were re-associated, it was indicated that the pm 
profile with the highest number of reported markers should be used for 
pm-am comparisons in kinship analyses. This criterion rather than the 
profile with the highest discrimination power was chosen in order to 
simplify the exercise and the results analysis. 

The participants were asked to report as positive identifications those 
cases in which the LR value was LR ≥ 1.0E + 03. Forty-four of the 65 
victims of the disaster were not related to one another and 21 were 
related within six families: F30, F57, F67, F72, F86 y F89. In general, the 
variation of LR values among labs was lower in cases of single individual 
victims than in cases of related victims within families. 

5.2.1. Single victims 
Four out of 44 single victim’s identifications (9%) were not reported 

by three laboratories for different reasons that are analyzed further on. 
However, some participants reported positive identifications but 
showing discrepant LR values beyond ± 2 SD of log(10) consensus LR. In 
order to obtain the mean and SD of log(10) of the reported LRs, labora-
tory #14 was excluded from the analysis in specific cases as it made a 
systematic error: in all the results with consensus LR ≥ 1.0E + 05, 

lab#14 artificially reported LR values five degrees of magnitude higher 
(i.e: if consensus LR was 1.0E + 07, lab#14 reported 1.0E + 12). This 
difference is attributable to a problem of this laboratory in transferring 
the LR values from.txt files generated from Familias3 software to the 
Excel file provided to report the DNA match results. 

There were 26 discrepancies from the consensus LR. Again, these 
discrepancies were observed mostly in few laboratories. Fig. 3 shows the 
distribution of the consensus LR discrepancies for the 44 single victims. 
It can be seen that 3 laboratories accumulated 17/26 discrepancies 
(65%) while 4 laboratories accumulated 20 of 26 (77%). 

Different reasons were detected for these discrepant results: a) par-
tial use of the genetic information of the family references instead of 
using the whole pedigree for statistical kinship calculation, b) wrong 
definition of the identity hypothesis (Hi) and/or of non-identity hy-
pothesis (Hni) for the LR calculation. c) failure to identify because of not 
considering mutations among victims and references. 

5.2.1.1. Partial use of references for the calculation of DNA match prob-
ability. One of the discrepancies detected in this exercise was the partial 
use of family references to calculate the DNA match probability. Some 
labs only used the genetic information of some references disregarding 
the whole family pedigree. As a result, these labs reported lower DNA 
match values than correct consensus. Fig. 4A shows the pedigree of 
Family 38 (top) and the results of the DNA match for MP38-1 (bottom). 
Family references are F38-11, F38-12 (victiḿs grandchildren who are 
full siblings) and F38-9 (victim’s daughter in law). Lab#3 did not use 
information of F38-9 but only of F38-11 and F38-12; consequently, the 
match value reported by this lab was LR ~ 1.0E + 07 versus the cor-
rect consensus LR ~ 1.0E + 10. Similarly, Fig. 4B shows the pedigree 
of family 52 (top) and the matching results for MP52-13 (bottom). 
Family references are F52-9 (victim’s mother) and F52-12 (victim’s full 
sibling). The consensus result of the DNA match is ~ 4.0E + 10. Lab#4 
only used information of F52-12 and disregarded reference F52-9, thus 
reporting LR ~ 4.0E + 05. This kind of error is also observed for MP3- 
9, MP7-12, MP19-13, MP20-11, MP37-12, MP52-13 and MP87-11 
among others (Individual victim’s results are shown in the Excel file 
Suppl 3- GHEP-ISFG Compiled overall Results). 

5.2.1.2. Wrong definition of the identity (Hi) and non-identity (Hni) hy-
pothesis for LR calculation. Another factor that accounts for the 
discrepant values obtained is that the identity hypothesis (Hi), the non- 
identity hypothesis (Hni) or both were wrongly defined to calculate the 
likelihood ratio. Different combinations of incorrect scenarios under Hi 
and Hni definitions may lead to artificially higher or lower LR values, 
depending on the error introduced. 

Fig. 5 shows examples of different assignments of the victim into the 

Fig. 2. Discrepancies in pm-pm profiles re-associations according to partici-
pating laboratories. 

Fig. 3. Discrepancies observed in am-pm comparisons for 44 single victims. 
Laboratory 14 was not included in this analysis. 
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family pedigree. Fig. 5A shows the pedigree of Family F35 (top left) and 
the DNA matching results (bottom left) for MP35–6. The consensus LR is 
approximately 8.7E + 11. However, labs #4 and #5 reported 
LRs ~ 4.5E + 15. Family F35 has references within a pedigree span-
ning three generations: F35-1 (victim’s father), F35-11 (victim’s son) 
and F35-9 (victim’s wife). The family relationship between F35-1 and 
F35-11 is not questioned (under either Hi or Hni), but these 2 labs 
wrongly considered the kinship between both reference individuals 
under Hni. Therefore they reported a four degrees of magnitude higher 
LR value. On the other hand, lab#14 reported a five degrees of magni-
tude higher LR value than consensus, but for a different reason (error 
during data transposition from txt to Excel files, see single victims 
analysis). 

Another similar example is Family F18 (Fig. 5B). In this case, Hi 
should be defined by designating victim MP18–9 and reference F18-6 as 
mother and father respectively of F18-12 and 13 (who are full siblings). 
In Hni, victim MP18-9 should be replaced by a virtual person to keep 
references F18-6, F18-12 and F18-13 properly linked. Lab# 4 defined 
Hni by linking only F18-6 as the father of F18-12 and F18-13 but did not 
replace the victim MP18–9 by any virtual person, thus F18-12 and F18- 
13 appeared as paternal half-siblings rather than full siblings. Hence, the 
LR reported is eight degrees of magnitude higher (1.0E+20) than the LR 
defined by consensus (1.0E + 12). Similar examples can be seen in 
MP9-12, MP14-9, MP29-9, MP38-1, MP45-11, MP56-9, MP83-6, in 
which the value of the DNA match reported by some participants is 
artificially higher than the consensus (Suppl 3- GHEP-ISFG Compiled 
overall Results). 

5.2.1.3. Undetected mutations. The exercise simulated two in-
consistencies attributable to one-step mutations in two family groups: 

Family 21 (D8S1179) and Family 86 (FGA). In Family F21, the mutation 
involves victim MP21-11 and reference F21-9 (victiḿs mother). A 
consensus LR ~ 4,5E + 08 was reported by all laboratories except 
Lab#14, which did not report the match in spite of using the Familias3 
software; this discrepancy could have been caused by a problem in 
setting the mutation rate in the population frequency database, which is 
critical in this software for the DVI module analysis. Concerning Family 
F86, as the mutation involves two victims (MP 86-9 and MP 86-12), it 
has no impact on their identification and few laboratories commented 
the presence of that inconsistency. 

5.2.2. Related victims 
The exercise simulated 6 family groups (F30, F57, F67, F72, F86, 

F89) with several victims within each family representing a total of 21 
MP. Most of the family references were sufficient to identify and locate 
each victim in the family pedigree without the need to elevate any of the 
victims to the category of a reference sample (DNA match values 
exceeding LR ≥ 1.0E + 03) except for victims F67-4, MP77-11 and 
MP78-4 (the last two being single victims). However, the results 
involving related victims were more discrepant compared to those 
involving single victims. It was noted that, in addition to the differences 
resulting from the wrong definition of Hi/Hni or the partial use of ref-
erences, some laboratories firstly identified one victim into the family 
group (with LR ≥ 1.0E + 03) and then added the victim firstly iden-
tified as a new family reference in order to identify the rest of the vic-
tims. Such an approach can be used to make identifications when 
combined with other non-DNA evidence that confirms the identification, 
although when considering DNA only, the uncertainty of the first 
identification is not incorporated into the identification statistics of 
subsequent identifications and multi-hypothesis approach should be 
applied (see below “cases with insufficient references”). Because of the 

Fig. 4. The figure represents two cases for which discrepancies were due to partial use of references. 4A top: genogram of Family 38 shows victim MP38-1 (red) and 
references F38-9, F38-11 y F38-12 (green). 4A bottom: LR values for MP38-1. Blue bars show correct consensus values, red bars show out of consensus reported LR 
values (labs #3, #4 and #14). B top: Genogram of Family 52. MP52-13 (red) and F52-9 and F52-12 (green). B bottom: LR values for MP52-13. Note that lab #14 
systematically reports LR values five degrees of magnitude higher than the consensus because in both cases the consensus DNA match results is higher than E + 05. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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addition of this new genetic reference information, these laboratories 
reported LR values much higher than the consensus for the other victims 
in the same family group. As was commented above, it is worthy of note 
that references provided did not require the use of this approach to 
report a reliable match with LR ≥ 1.0E + 03, except for three missing 
persons: MP67-4, MP77-11 and MP78-4 (MP67-4 and MP77-11 are 
commented in more detail below under “cases with insufficient 
references”). 

The diversity of results is presented in Fig. 6. Fig. 6A shows the 
pedigree chart of Family F30. This family has three victims (MP30-9, 
MP30-12 and MP30-13), of which MP30-9 is the mother of victims 
MP30-12 and MP30-13, who are full siblings. Family references to 
identify the victims are F30-6 (father of MP30-12 and MP30-13 and 
husband of victim MP30-9), and F30-3 and F30-4, parents of MP30-9. 
The references provided were sufficient to individualize the three vic-
tims of Family F30 with high LR values. 

Fig. 6B shows the results of the LR values reported by the participants 
for MP30-9. As both parents of MP30-9 were available as reference 
samples, a strong DNA match is expected if complete or almost complete 
DNA profiles are obtained in PM samples. The consensus LR value for 
MP30-9 was LR ~ 7.0E + 12 (blue bars). However, as can be seen, 
lab#12 did not report the individual DNA match value for MP30–9 by 
just using reverse parentage comparison. This laboratory re-associated 
the pm profiles of each victim correctly, located each missing properly 
within the family pedigree chart, but did not report individual LR values 
for each victim. Instead, it reported an LR value for the whole family 
pedigree applying a multi-hypothesis approach (LR = 3.5E + 39, data 
not shown in the figure). 

Fig. 6C shows the reported LR values for MP30-12; the consensus LR 
was LR ~ 1.5E + 09 (blue bars). For the identification of MP30-12, the 

genetic references provided were F30-6 (victiḿs father), F30-3 and F30- 
4 (victiḿs maternal grandparents), which are sufficient to identify the 
victim with a high DNA match value. It can be seen however, that the 
reported LR values are very discrepant due to several factors. Lab#3 and 
#4 positively reported the identification of MP30-12 
(LR ≥ 1.0E + 03), although the reported LR values are far below the 
correct consensus LR due to the partial use of the genetic information 
provided by the reference family pedigree. These labs compared only the 
information of F30-6 (victiḿs father) reporting an LR ~ 7.1E + 04 
(yellow bars). Lab#12 did not report the DNA match for victim MP30-12 
for the same reason as that commented for MP30-9 above: it reported the 
match value of the whole family pedigree by a multi-hypothesis 
approach. Laboratories #10, #15 and #19 incorporated the genetic 
information of the previously identified MP30-9 (being a mother of 
MP30-12) to calculate the LR for MP30-12; as a consequence, they re-
ported a LRs several degrees of magnitude higher than the consensus 
(LR ~ 9.0E + 12), indicated in green bars. Fig. 6D shows a similar 
picture for MP30-13: values below the correct consensus due to partial 
use of references and higher values due to having incorporated previ-
ously identified victim (MP30-9) as a new reference. The individuali-
zation of MP30-12 (female) and MP30-13 (male), was possible 
considering the Amelogenin information. Fig. 6B, C and D show the 
systematic deviation of Lab#14 generated when transferring the LR 
values from.txt files generated by Familias software to the Excel file 
provided to report the results (difference of five degrees of magnitude, 
red bar). Other examples from labs that unnecessarily added firstly 
identified victims as new references in the family could be observed in 
the families having several relatives among the victims (F57, F72, F86 
and F89 in Excel file Suppl 3- GHEP-ISFG Compiled overall Results). 

Fig. 5. Representation of two cases with discrepancies due to wrong LR expression. (5A top) Genogram of Family F35 and the DNA match results for MP35–6 (5A 
bottom). As observed, consensus LR values are LR ~ 8E + 11; labs #4 and #5 reported an LR ~ 4E + 15 (see text for explanation). (5B up): Genogram of Family 
F18 and reported LR values (5B bottom). Consensus LR ~ E + 12; lab #4 reported a DNA match value eight degrees of magnitude higher than the consensus (see 
text for explanation). 
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5.2.3. Cases with insufficient references 
As mentioned before, the DVI scenario was designed so that most 

victims could be identified above the established threshold of 
LR ≥ 1.0E + 03 comparing with the references provided. However, the 
exercise included some special cases as well: MP67-4, MP77-11 and 
MP78-4 with deficient family pedigrees, yielding LRs below the reliable 
threshold. 

5.2.4. MP 77–11: a case with LR below threshold 1.0E + 03 and 
adventitious match 

In this air crash, 2 groups of re-associated pm profiles matching 
family F77 were simulated. The reference samples for MP77-11 are F77- 
3 and F77-4 (victim’s maternal grandparents) as shown in the pedigree 
chart of Fig. 7A. A re-association group made up of pm001271, 
pm001571 and pm001720 (group pm1) produced a weak match below 
threshold (consensus LR ~ 8.1E + 02) with Family F77 (Fig. 7B, blue 
bars). Furthermore, mtDNA haplotypes of group pm1 and F77-4 pro-
duced a match with LR ~ 4.3E + 03 according to EMPOP (brown 
bars). The LR values of aSTR and mtDNA combined yield a consensus 
LR ~ 5.0E + 05, exceeding the identification threshold, a result which 
is also consistent with this as a closed event and a unique mtDNA 
haplotype; therefore, group pm1 can be identified as belonging to MP77- 
11. 

On the other hand, another group of re-associated pm samples (made 
up of pm001061, pm001346, pm001824) identified as group pm2 also 
produced a weak aSTR match with Family F77 but yielding a LR higher 
than the reliable threshold (LR = 7.8E+03). However, the mtDNA 
haplotypes from group pm2 and Family F77 (F77-4) mismatched 
showing clearly different haplotypes, excluding group pm2 as belonging 
to victim MP77-11. Furthermore, group pm2 yielded a strong aSTR 
match with Family F38 (MP38-1 could be identified with a consensus of 

LR ~ 1.3E+10 (see Fig. 4A). It is worth mentioning that victim MP38-1 
and family references F38-9, F38-11 y F38-12 do not share the maternal 
lineage so, mtDNA is not useful for this case. Table 1 summarizes these 
findings for cases MP77-11 and MP38-1 showing that group pm2 pro-
duced a weak adventitious aSTR match with F77. Three laboratories 
(lab#2, #3 and #14) wrongly associated group pm2 with Family F77 
(for MP77-11). Results of the match reported for MP77-11 are shown in 
Fig. 7B: aSTR LR (blue), mtDNA (brown) and combined STR/mtDNA LRs 
(green). It can be observed that the three labs obtained an LR value 
(aSTRs) higher than the threshold of 1.0E + 03 (yellow bars) because 
they report the “adventitious” match of the group pm2 with F77 instead 
of the “true” match of the group pm1. Interestingly, lab#2 reported the 
positive identification of group pm2 as MP77-11 and combined aSTR 
with mtDNA LRs, despite the mtDNA mismatch between group pm2 and 
the family reference F77-4 (see Table 1 for mtDNA information). 
Although lab # 3 reported the group pm2 associated with the family F77 
with aSTR LR = 7.0E + 03, this participant indicated that MP77-11 
could not be individualized since the mtDNA of the group pm2 
matched with family F38. Notably, the three laboratories had also re-
ported a strong DNA match between group pm2 and Family F38 
(LR ~ 1.3E+10), positively identifying group pm2 as belonging to 
MP38-1. A similar case with deficient pedigree and the need to use aSTR 
and mtDNA genetic information is the case of Family F78: a single 
reference F78-12 (grandchild) was only available in the case of MP78-4. 
In short, the inclusion of mtDNA database was useful for many labora-
tories to distinguish between a "true" and "adventitious" match of pm1 
and pm2 MP77-11. Six laboratories used the mtDNA information to 
solve those cases with insufficient references. Several laboratories (8/ 
18) calculated mtDNA LRs and combined with the aSTR LRs values for 
all samples, even though it was not necessary for many victim identifi-
cations. Finally 4 laboratories did not use mtDNA information at all. 

Fig. 6. (A) Genogram representing Family F30: references are F30-6, F30-3 and F30-4 (green) to identify the victims MP30-9, MP30-12 y MP30-13 (red). (B) Blue 
bars = Consensus aSTRs match values for MP30-9, lab#12 did not reported individual LR values for each victim but reported only the LR value by pedigree multi- 
hypothesis calculation approach (LR = 3,53E + 39; value not shown in the Fig. 6B, C and D). (C) Blue bars = LRs for MP30–12 showing consensus values; Yellow 
bars = reported LRs values lower than consensus LR due to partial use of references; Green bars = reported LRs higher than consensus calculated by incorporating 
genetic information on MP30-9. (D) LR values for MP30-13: colors and reasons for discrepant LR values are similar to the explanation for MP30-12. It is observed that 
lab#14 (red) shows a systematic error five degrees of magnitude higher than consensus in the three Fig. 6B, C and D. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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5.2.5. Family F67 involving MP67-4, MP67-11 and MP67-12: a) use of a 
victim profile as a reference for other missing persons, b) multi-hypothesis 
approach 

As shown in Fig. 7C, two of these related victims (MP67-11 and 
MP67-12) have F67-6 as a single common reference (father of both). 
MP67-4 has no genetic references since F67-6 is the son-in-law of this 
missing person. Therefore, in this case, two approaches may be possible 
to solve the case:  

a) The use of MP67-11 and MP67-12 as new reference samples would 
be useful for identifying MP67-4. Nevertheless, this can only be done 
under certain circumstances (e.g., if MP67-11 and MP67-12 were 
also identified by non-genetic methods). However, in this specific 
case, the mitochondrial DNA information can be used to link the 
three victims MP67-4, MP67-11 and MP67-12 as belonging to the 
same maternal lineage, allowing the exclusion of the other victims, 
since the shared haplotype is unique for the episode.  

b) The correct way to proceed with this case involves a multi-hypothesis 
simultaneous identification approach. This approach is more 
complicated since, in general, a single LR value cannot simply be 
reported, but rather a range of relative likelihoods that need to be 
evaluated with different priors for each hypothesis [21,28]. Details 
about this approach are given in Suppl 4 –F67 multi-hypothesis. 

Fig. 7D shows a wide variety of results reported for MP67-4. Some 
laboratories (lab#3 and lab#14) failed to report identification of MP67- 
4. Most laboratories firstly identified MP67-11 and MP67-12 with high 
match value (LR ~ 1.0E + 06 for each MP), elevate them as new 

references and then re-analyzed the aSTR data (blue bars), reporting a 
weak LR below threshold for MP67-4 (LR ~ 3.8E + 02). Lab#4 re-
ported an aSTR above the reliability threshold (LR = 4.4E + 04) due 
to an error in expressing Hi/Hni (MP67-11 and MP67-12 were not 
considered as full siblings). Some laboratories also reported the mtDNA 
match (LR ~ 4.3E + 03) shown in brown bars and combined aSTR 
and mtDNA LRs (green bars). Only lab#18 indicated that the mtDNA 
haplotype of MP67-4, MP67-11 and MP67-12 is unique, and did not 
match any other family reference for the episode. Other laboratories 
reported the match and calculated the pedigree match probability using 
the multi-hypotheses approach (corresponding to the hypothesis H1 in 
Suppl 4 –F67 multi-hypothesis with LR ~ 3.0E + 17) and represented 
by orange bars. Lastly, other laboratories (Lab#1,#8, #15 and #25) 
reported the four LR values (aSTR, mtDNA, combined LRs and H1 from 
multi-hypotheses), as shown in Fig. 7D. 

5.2.6. Other observations 

5.2.6.1. Pm samples matching no family references. Two post-mortem 
samples: pm1842 and pm1959 re-associate with identical genetic pro-
files (aSTR and mtDNA) but do not match with any family, as described 
in Methods. All labs except one (lab#14) reported both re-associated 
profiles without matching any family references. Likewise, most of the 
labs reported that families F82 and F88 do not produce a match with any 
sample. 

5.2.6.2. Use of “prior odds” values for the incident. The simulated air 
crash is classified as a "closed" disaster with 66 victims (in fact 65 as 

Fig. 7. (A) Genogram of Family F77. The reference F77–4 to identify MP77–11 gives little aSTR genetic information, but enables mtDNA comparison. (B) aSTR LR 
values (blue bars), mtDNA LRs (brown bars) and combined aSTR/mtDNA LRs (green bars) representing MP77-11 match with F77-4. Labs#2, #3 and #14 reported 
higher aSTR LR values than consensus LR using group pm2 genetic information (adventitious match) instead of group pm1 (yellow bars). Lab#10 only reported the 
mtDNA match. (C) Genogram of F67 showing three victims (red) and only one reference (green) that gives aSTR information rendering the LR not enough to identify 
MP67-4. (D) LR values for MP67-4: aSTR (blue); mtDNA (brown); combined aSTR/mtDNA LRs (green) and LR calculated by pedigree multi-hypothesis approach 
(orange). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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described in Methods) with varying degrees of fragmentation. In order 
to analyze the Bayesian evaluation of the episode by the participants, 
laboratories answered a questionnaire as to whether or not they would 
use a "prior odds" value to evaluate the statistics in this incident. 

5.2.6.3. Use of Prior odds for pm-pm re-associations (fragmented and 
commingled remains). As described under Methods above, participants 
were instructed that for pm-pm profiles re-associations the reliable 
threshold is LR ≥ 1.0E + 07 without considering “prior odds” values. 
Nevertheless, in the questionnaire, labs were asked to indicate whether 
they would use “prior odds” values for pm profile re-associations in the 
case of fragmented remains: only 7/18 labs (39%) answered they would 
use a prior odds value of 1/66 (some indicated 1/65) to be combined 
with the LR to estimate the posterior odds of re-association. 

5.2.6.4. Use of Prior odds for pm-am comparisons (victimś identification). 
Regarding the use of "prior odds" for pm comparisons with family ref-
erences to report the posterior odds of identification, 11/18 (61%) 
laboratories used a value of 1/66 (or 1/65) as "prior odds". 

5.2.6.5. Software used to solve the exercise. All participating laboratories 
used at least one software with facilities for massive comparisons in DVI 
or MPI; 15 labs used Familias v3 [10], 4 used DNA-VIEW [16], 3 labs 
used Codis7 [17] and 1 lab used M-FISys [18]. Six labs additionally used 
other software or a combination of some of the four mentioned above. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

This simulated DVI exercise considered different complexities that 
forensic genetic laboratories may face when massively comparing ge-
netic profiles in order to identify victims in a disaster of these charac-
teristics. The exercise was designed as a "DNA-led" DVI project allowing 
the identification of all the victims with the exception of the group 
pm1842/pm1959. These pm profiles did not match any reference 

family, while two families, F82 and F88, did not match any remains’ 
profile. In addition, victims MP72-11 and MP72-13 can be located 
within the F72 family but cannot be identified as they are two male 
siblings, and Amelogenin cannot distinguish them. 

We designed a medium-scale disaster avoiding the processing and 
analysis of hundreds or thousands of victims and genetic profiles. This 
allowed the organizers to compare the results from the labs more easily 
by detecting and identifying the reasons for the discrepancies noted. 
With the experience from a previous GHEP-ISFG MPI exercise [8], the 
present collaborative exercise includes additional difficulties commonly 
present in real DVI or MPI processes. In large-scale disasters [19,20] or 
mass graves with commingled remains [21,22], the re-association of 
fragmented and/or commingled remains is essential and can be carried 
out through direct comparisons of pm profiles. Likewise, degraded DNA 
in poorly preserved samples may yield partial profiles with locus 
dropout. Although this GHEP-ISFG exercise simulated partial 
post-mortem profiles due to locus dropout, inconsistencies due to allele 
dropout were not considered in database comparisons to avoid complex 
statistical calculations [23,24]. Other common difficulties found in 
DVI/MPI identifications included in this exercise were: presence of 
related victims, reference families with variable genealogies, some of 
which give insufficient genetic information to identify the victim, mu-
tations in aSTR markers, DNA match values below the reliability 
threshold with the need to integrate previously identified victims into 
the family group to identify the remaining victims or the need of 
multi-hypotheses approach, weak adventitious matches and incorpora-
tion of the uniparental mtDNA marker to individualize victims of the 
simulated disaster. All these difficulties were instructive as to the mis-
takes that can be made when comparing large scale of genetic databases 
for DVI or MPI. 

The direct comparison of the 228 pm profiles for the re-association of 
fragmented victims showed that some laboratories had difficulties to 
correctly re-associate profiles of the same victim, even though all the pm 
profiles of the incident had high discrimination power with at least 10 
reportable aSTRs. This is difficult to understand considering that all 
participants used some powerful software for DVI/MPI. However, errors 
in the remains re-associations were mostly performed by only few lab-
oratories (Fig. 2). The discrepancies in the profiles re-association were 
not particularly related to partial profiles of the related victims, in which 
the power of discrimination of the profiles with locus dropout decreases 
and may impact on an erroneous association of remains. Nine out of 10 
labs that incorrectly re-associated non-matching profiles or failed to 
associate some profiles to the correct group used the Familias3 software, 
which has an appropriate DVI [25] module for direct profiles compari-
sons. However, several labs that used this free software indicated in the 
questionnaire that the laboratory is not continuously involved in the 
large-scale profiles comparison for DVI / MPI, so, the reason for the 
discrepancies is probably due to difficulties in the setting and handling 
the software used, or in data handling errors in compiling the results for 
reporting. 

The simulated event included 44 single victims and 21 related vic-
tims belonging to six families, a very common situation in an air crash. 
The identification of victims by comparing family references showed 
two different patterns in the results reported: the results of the single 44 
victims showed less variation than those of the related victims. How-
ever, just few laboratories reported most of the differences from the 
correct consensus. The results of the 44 single victims of the episode 
were evaluated against the results of the consensus LR. A total of 26 
discrepancies were observed in different laboratories, although 65% 
(17/26) of such discrepant results were obtained by only three labs 
(Fig. 3). 

One of the reasons for the discrepancies with the consensus LR was 
the partial use of the reference family genetic information to be 
compared with the remains. This error usually gives a lower DNA match 
value than the correct LR, an error that had been observed in the pre-
vious GHEP-ISFG collaborative exercise [8]. 

Table 1 
Description of the 2 pm sample groups that match Family F77. Group pm1: 
yields a weak aSTR match (below the reliability threshold) but matched mtDNA 
haplotypes. Group pm2: yields a weak random match (aSTR) with F77 (above 
reliability threshold) but the mtDNA mismatch excludes pm remains as 
belonging to MP77–11. Note that the mtDNA information on Family F38 is not 
useful to identify MP38-1 (see family pedigree chart in Fig. 4A).  

Group 
pm 

Samples Matched 
family 
(aSTR) 

LR aSTR LR mtDNA Comments 

1 1271, 
1571, 
1720 

F77 8.1E + 02 4.3E + 03 Reference 
F77–4 and 
victim 
MP77–11 share 
maternal 
lineage: mtDNA 
is informative 

2 1061, 
1346, 
1824 

F77 7.8E + 03 Mismatch aSTR random 
match 

F38 1.3E + 10 not 
informative 

References 
F38–9, F38–11 
and F38–12 and 
victim MP38–1 
does not share 
maternal 
lineage because 
mtDNA is not 
useful. 

pm and reference mtDNA haplotypes 
Group pm1 16126C, 16298C, 72C, 263G, 309.1C, 315.1C 
F77-4 16126C, 16298C, 72C, 263G, 309.1C, 315.1C 
Group pm2 16519C, 263G, 309.1C, 315.1C 
F38-9, F38-11 and 

F38-12 
16519C, 152C, 263G, 309.1C, 315.1C, 573.1C  
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Another reason why discrepant values were observed was that some 
laboratories wrongly defined the identity hypothesis (Hi) or the non- 
identity hypothesis (Hni) or both for the DNA match calculations, pro-
ducing artificially higher or lower values than the correct LR. In DVI or 
MPI in which relatives are used as a reference to identify missing per-
sons, complex and variable genealogies can influence the correct 
assignment of victims to the reference family. Many guidelines on best 
practices for DVI [1,2] or MPI [3,4] recommend the use of pedigree 
chart to describe the relationship between family references and victims. 
In this simulated disaster, in contrast to the previous exercise [8], 
pedigree charts were used —instead of simply listing individual 
relationships— to precisely define the relationships of all family mem-
bers to each other. An additional challenge to the participants of this 
exercise was to then transfer these relationships into the DVI software 
using proper format and relationship designations. This can be tricky for 
laboratories that do not regularly conduct this type of work. In fact, a 
questionnaire sent to the participants revealed that many of them are not 
often involved in DVI cases (data not shown). 

There were several cases where laboratories reported identifications 
based on the serial identification of missing persons, where a missing 
person is categorized as “identified” based on reference profile com-
parisons, and the profile from this victim is then used as a reference for 
the identification of other family members. This can be an important 
approach in real world incidents, where DNA evidence from the initial 
match can be confirmed by other information, so that the identification 
can be considered confirmed or official and providing justification for 
the elevation of the victim profile to that of a reference sample. How-
ever, from the standpoint of DNA only, this approach is not strictly 
correct, as there is no basis to transform a finite LR of the first match to 
an infinite LR (complete certainty) upon which to base the second 
identification. Several laboratories used serial identifications to report 
elevated match statistics on cases where the existing reference samples 
were sufficient to exceed the match threshold without using missing 
persons profiles as additional reference profiles. 

There was only one case (Family 67, missing person MP67-4, Fig. 7C) 
in the exercise where existing references were not sufficient to reach the 
match threshold, and in that case many labs took the serial identification 
approach which enabled them to report a correct identification. It is 
important to emphasize that, in order to apply this approach, a process 
of elimination of the other victims must be carried out by exclusion of 
the DNA match; in this case mtDNA was useful as the haplotype of the 
related victims of family F67 was unique for the aircrash. However, a 
strictly correct approach to solving this case based on DNA alone is to do 
a simultaneous calculation involving all victims and references, and to 
consider the evidentiary weight associated with each possible relation-
ship scenario involving hypotheses or relatedness and non-relatedness. 
An example of this multi-hypothesis approach based on [21] can be 
found in Suppl 4- F67 Multi-hypothesis in this article. 

When comparing large databases of pm profiles with am profiles by 
kinship analysis, in addition to the presence of weak DNA matches 
below the established reliability threshold, adventitious or random 
matches may occur [6]. Both situations: “true” weak and false “adven-
titious” matches may be due to the presence of partial pm profiles with 
low discrimination power (ie: DNA degradation), as well as deficient 
family reference pedigrees to produce a strong match. As a consequence 
of these two situations, weak true DNA match values may be hidden by 
adventitious matches, making it difficult to distinguish a true identifi-
cation from a random match [26]. In these cases, the analysis of other 
lineage markers as mtDNA or Y-STR may be of help to distinguish true 
from adventitious matches. Considering this situation, the exercise 
included a special case (MP77-11) as a challenge, in which the (aSTR) LR 
value of the “adventitious” match was higher than the “true” match; 
however, mtDNA data could solve the identification of the victim. This 
case served as a lesson, as some labs linked the same pm remains with 
two different families. 

In DVI or MPI contexts, probabilities must be considered within the 

Bayesian framework [26,27]. Large numbers of missing profoundly in-
fluence the probability of identity of the victims, since the identifications 
must necessarily be analyzed in the context of the episode. The value of 
prior odds is usually represented by 1/MP (MP = number of missing 
persons), or 1/(MP + 1) if we want to consider that the MP we are 
looking for is not among the victims (i.e.: open episodes). This exercise 
simulated a “closed” episode, an air crash with 66 passengers who were 
found with various degrees of fragmentation and a total of 228 frag-
ments recovered and analyzed; the correct prior odds for the episode is 
1/66 (or 1/65 once it is revealed that there were 65 single profiles and 
assuming that the list of passengers was wrong or the remains of a victim 
were not recovered). The participants in this exercise answered a 
questionnaire to indicate the criteria they used to evaluate the Bayesian 
statistics for the episode. Surprisingly, only 7/18 (39%) laboratories 
correctly answered that they would use a prior odds value of 1/66 (or 
1/65); it is worth emphasizing that this is an event with fragmented and 
commingled remains, so it is appropriate to consider a prior odds value 
for fragments re-associations. Although the use of prior odds (1/66) 
combined with the LR has a negligible impact on the posterior odds for 
re-associations by direct match (all simulated pm profiles reported 
10–18 aSTR markers with high discrimination power) prior odds should 
still be considered within a proper Bayesian approach to the analysis. 

Regarding the use of prior odds for pm-am comparisons to “identify” 
victims, only 61% (11/18) of the labs correctly considered to use prior 
odds of 1/66 or 1/65 for the episode. Conversely, 7 out of 18 labora-
tories answered that they would not use any prior value for the incident. 
It is worth noting that Bayesian treatment considering prior odds values 
is extremely important when identifying large numbers of victims 
because of the impact in the posterior probability of identity. For the 
purposes of this exercise, an LR of 1000 was set as sufficient for an 
identification, however this is an unrealistically low value to use in real 
incidents, as it corresponds to only a 93% posterior probability (surety of 
match) when 1/66 is used as prior odds. Setting identification thresholds 
based on posterior probabilities (for example 99.95%) is a far better 
approach, and can, for example, assist in discarding adventitious 
matches as in the case of MP77-11. 

In processes of identification of large numbers of victims, it is com-
mon to incidentally find inconsistencies between social and genetic 
family pedigrees; likewise, there may be differences between the num-
ber of victims reported and the remains recovered. This exercise 
described 66 victims, although only 65 unique profiles were included, as 
if victim number 66 was not recovered. These 65 single genetic profiles 
produced a match with only 64 of the 66 family references provided; the 
remaining families F82 and F88 showed no match with any pm sample. 
Conversely, a unique profile represented by two re-associated pm sam-
ples did not produce match with any family (pm001842 pm001959), 
simulating an unidentified victim/unreported missing person: this 
finding could be interpreted as the presence of an unknown passenger on 
the flight or an incidental finding where the victim is not biologically 
related to the family. Only 14 of 18 laboratories (78%) answered that 
two families (F82 and F88) and pm001842/pm001959 profiles 
remained unmatched. The remaining participants did not mention this 
finding in the questionnaire or reported that all the pm samples gave 
DNA matches with the 66 reference families. 

DVI or MPI situations with large numbers of data, necessarily re-
quires the use of software suitable for storage, handling and compari-
sons. There are several software packages with different facilities for DVI 
[15–17,24,28]; all participating laboratories used at least one software 
with appropriate modules for DVI/MPI or a combination of these. 
However, the 3 labs that accumulated 17/26 discrepancies for the 
identification of the 44 single victims used Familias3, and 1 lab that 
reported 3 discrepancies use CODIS7 and Familias3. Similarly, 2 labs 
reported 11/24 discrepancies in direct pm-pm comparisons using Fam-
ilias3. While for large numbers of database comparisons the use of 
appropriate software is essential, it is fundamental to set and manage it 
correctly. 
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Fig. 8. Flowchart showing the steps to be followed to test the entire DVI exercise. DB = database; PM = post-mortem; AM = ante-mortem; MP = missing person.  
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Fig. 8 shows a flow chart describing the steps to be followed to 
perform this DVI exercise; special difficulties and the Bayesian treatment 
of the episode are shown separately at the bottom. 

This new GHEP-ISFG collaborative exercise on "DNA-based" victim 
identification in a DVI process revealed several sources of error that 
forensic genetics laboratories may need to confront when searching DVI 
DNA data. The exercise was designed with several problematic samples 
and pedigrees to add complexity to the genetic identification of victims. 
As a result, valuable lessons have been learned from all aspects of this 
exercise: fragment re-associations, victim identification through kinship 
analysis, related victims, presence of mutations, insufficient number of 
family references, Bayesian framework, and correct use of DVI software. 
The underlying genetic profiles and all results of this exercise have been 
made available and can be used by other laboratories that wish to 
evaluate their performance in a "DNA-led" DVI scenario. 
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